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ABSTRACT

Background: Primary intracerebral Hemorrhage (PICH) is a devastating illness with high early mortality which causes 10-12 percent of stroke cases. Survivors of PICH are at risk for recurrence of hemorrhage. We wanted to determine the frequency of recurrence of ICH in patients with PICH at Alzahra and Noor hospital Isfahan, Iran.

Methods: A descriptive retrospective study was did on the hospital records of patients with a discharge diagnosis of intracerebral hemorrhage to identify the cases. Data were gathered by means of a check list and were analysed by using SPSS statistical software.

Results: A total number of 660 cases were identified by computer search. After abstraction, 400 patients with primary hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage were identified. Widespread distribution of recurrence of ICH were 65 cases which 33 cases of them were men and 32 cases were women.

Conclusion: Totally, 16.25 percent of patients had recurrence which is greater risk of recurrence in comparison to other studies.
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Stroke is the most common life threatening neurologic disease and is the third leading cause of death. Stroke is classified by the pathology of underlying focal brain injury that is either infarction or hemorrhage. Approximately, 10 – 20 percent of strokes are intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) which is the most common cause of death. The role of hypertension as a leading risk factor for ICH is well established. Mortality of primary hypertensive ICH is 30 – 35 percent in first month of attack. The more common sites of hemorrhage at primary hypertensive Intracerebral Hemorrhage are: putamen and internal capsule, lobes, thalamus, Cerebellum, and Pons. In some studies the lobar site is the second common site of hemorrhage. In the patients with recurrence, lobar location of hemorrhage is a known predictor of recurrence. Among the survivors of Primary hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage, the recurrence of hemorrhage was very rare. In previous studies, the rate of recurrence of ICH was different. Clinical and pathological evidences of recurrent ICH are controversial. Autopsy studies have suggested that up to 25 percent of patients dying of ICH had had previous hemorrhage. With regards to importance of recurrence of ICH, the aim of this study was to evaluate the recurrence of ICH in Iran.

Subjects and Methods

Records of patients discharge diagnoses at the Alzahra and Noor medical centers, Isfahan, Iran, were reviewed for diagnosis of ICH from...
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1995 to 1999. All medical records were reviewed by means of a check list which included demographic data, type, location, and recurrence of ICH, and also the history and treatment of hypertension. Primary hypertensive ICH was divided into five subtypes including putamen, thalamic, lobar, pontine, and cerebellar hemorrhage. Data were analysed by using SPSS, 11.5 statistical software. Descriptive statistical methods, comprising percentage, standard deviation, and mean of data were applied for data analysis.

**Results**

Medical records of 660 patients showed intracerebral hemorrhage that 400 patients (60.6 percent) of these, had history of hypertension.

65 cases had recurrence of ICH, which 33 cases of them were men (50.8 percent) and 32 patients were women (49.2 percent).

The age of patients with recurrence were between 40 to 79 years of old that 42 cases (64.6 percent) were between 60 to 79 and 15 cases (35.4 percent) were between 40 to 59 years of old. The most frequent site of hemorrhage in patients with recurrence was in lobar region (73.8 percent). In this respect the frequency of attacks were greater in lobar hemorrhage and the difference between location and frequency of hemorrhage was significant (P < 0.01).

Based on the history, only 3 patients with recurrence of ICH had normal blood pressure and most the patients had uncontrolled hypertension.

50.8 percent (n = 33) of patients with recurrence of ICH had not used any antihypertensive drug, 35.4 percent (n = 23) had not used antihypertensive drugs in regular programme, and 13.8 percent (n = 9) had not used antihypertensive drugs in irregular manner.

In regard to attacks of recurrence of ICH, 81.5 percent (n = 53) of patients had one attack and 18.5 percent (n = 12) of them had two attacks. In this aspect, there was not any difference between location of hemorrhage and attacks.

**Discussion**

Clinical studies have suggested that the recurrence of ICH is rare. But recent reports suggest that recurrent hemorrhage due to hypertension may be more common than what was previously believed. In one study which was done in Toronto hospital, Toronto, Canada, the rate of recurrence of ICH were 2.4 percent.

In the other study which was done in India, the rate of recurrence of ICH was 5 cases in 105 patients who were referred with ICH.

In another study which was done in Taiwan, from 802 patients who were referred with ICH for two consequence years, ICH has been recurred in 47 patients that showed the rate of recurrence as 5.3 percent.

In another study which was done in Mexico, the rate of recurrence of ICH was 6.1 percent.

In above studies all patients with recurrence of ICH had controlled hypertension treatment. In the present study, the rate of recurrence of ICH was high in comparison with other similar studies which have been done in other countries. The central role of blood pressure in pathogenesis of stroke and especially ICH is known from many years ago and epidemiologic studies have showed that treating the hypertension can reduce mortality and morbidity of stroke and control of blood pressure has a major role in prevention of recurrent stroke.

Also, control of blood pressure has useful effects on reducing the onset of ICH and prevention of its recurrence. In present study, 95.4 percent of patients with recurrent ICH had a history of uncontrolled hypertension that is higher than other studies and may depend on several factors such as poor follow up of our patients, poor knowledge of our patients about control of Blood Pressure, and poor knowledge about life style developing program. For this reasons, strict program for control of blood pressure in general population and secondary prevention for patients who have stroke are needed. This purpose could be obtained with programs for treatment.
of hypertension, education, and political actions for improving national health and stroke prevention that it can be achieved by planning for organization of stroke management.

Lobar location of the hemorrhage was the only significant predictor of recurrence and have increased the risk of recurrence of ICH in previous studies. It may be supported with growing evidence suggests that genetic factors, such as the possession of the 2 and 4 alleles of the apolipoprotein E, play an important role in the occurrence of lobar hemorrhage. In this study the most common site of recurrence of ICH was lobar region, that with regards to this result, we should pay more attention to lobar ICH. Also this study showed that the range of age of occurrence and recurrence of ICH is higher in comparison with other studies.
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